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NIAGARA’S SHADOW IS SELECTED FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE 2022
GREEN PRODUCT AWARDS
FLOWER MOUND, TX – October 1, 2021 – Niagara’s newest pro series product line, the
Shadow™ 0.8 GPF is an official part of the Green Product Award 2022 Pre-Selection.
The Green Product Award acknowledges products, services from established companies, startups for their excellence in sustainability, design, and innovation. The Award has been making
'best practice' examples accessible to a broad public on an international level from a pool of 1500
submission entries yearly since 2013.
Shadow™ 0.8 GPF has entered the official Pre-Selection of the Green Product Award 2022 in the
category Interior & Lifestyle. “With Shadow™ 0.8 GPF the team of Niagara created something
special, what really earns the name Green Product, that´s for sure” Nils Bader, Award Initiator.
Nominees will be announced on December 13th, 2021. Once announced, public voting will be
open to any individual across the world. Stay tuned and check out our achievement so far on the
Green Product Award website:
https://www.gp-award.com/en/produkte/shadow

About Niagara
Founded in 1977 and headquartered in Flower Mound, TX, Niagara is leading the water
revolution by saving the world’s water through everyday ingenuity without sacrificing
performance. Recognized with several national EPA WaterSense Excellence and other industry
awards for its Stealth Technology and superiority in reducing water waste, Niagara was one of
the first toilet manufacturers to re-engineer the flush for a high-power, low-maintenance, nowaste toilet with Stealth Technology that saves customers money by reducing water while
maintaining high performance. Niagara supports the U.S. and international markets. For more
information, visit niagaracorp.com or call 888-733-0197.
About the Green Product Awards
Since 2013, the international Green Product Award has been honoring products and services that
stand out in terms of design, innovation, and sustainability. The aim of the prize is to give good
examples to the public and to provide feedback and networking opportunities for the participants.
The award presents 12 categories of Architecture & Tiny Houses, Building Components, Circular
Materials, Consumer Goods, Fashion, Handicraft, Interior & Lifestyle, Kids, Kitchen, Mobility,
Sport and Workspace.
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